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[57] ABSTRACT

A potable water dispenser particularly suited for use
in dispensing potable water into food and beverage re-
constitution bags. The dispenser is characterized by an
expansible chamber, selectively adjustable stop means
for varying the maximum dimensions achievable by
the chamber, a rotary valve and a linear valve coupled
in a cooperating relation for delivering potable water
to and from the chamber.

5 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures
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POTABLE WATER DISPENSER dispensing potable water to bags utilized in reconstitut-
^~. ,-,.,, ^- -^,,r~ ,»,,,^»,^¥^», 'ng food and beverages aboard operative spacecraft.
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION * ig another obje* to provjde \ ^.^ ^^

The invention described herein was made in the per- for use in accurately measuring and efficiently dispens-
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 5 ing predetermined quantities of potable water in a
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National weightless environment.
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law It is another object to provide an economic and prac-
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). tical dispenser for use in delivering variable, accurately

measured quantities of water in a weightless environ-
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 ment.

The invention relates to water dispensers and more It is another object to provide an improved, eco-
particularly to a potable water dispenser for use in mea- nomic, highly reliable and efficient dispenser for use in
suring and dispensing potable water utilized in reconsti- dispensing variable, accurately measured successive
luting food and beverages aboard operative spacecraft. charges of water to bags utilized in reconstituting food

The prior art, of course, is replete with dispensers IS and beverages in a weightless environment.
equipped with valves and the like for dispensing fluids These and other objects and advantages are achieved
of various types including potable water. However, cur- through the use of a variably dimensioned measuring
rently available dispensers do not meet the stringent re- chamber coupled to a pressurized source of potable
quirements imposed on such devices during missions of water through a manually operable rotary valve em-
extended duration, aboard spacecraft. 20 Ploved in controlling the charging of the chamber and

For reasons well known to those engaged in manned a manually operable linear valve coupled with the
space flight operations, it is highly desirable that there chamber through the rotary valve for dispensing mea-
be kept an accurate record of the fluid tkken by crew- sured quantities of water from the chamber in measur-
men aboard operative spacecraft. This record, of „. ing and delivering potable water to reconstitution bags,
course, includes the fluid found in food and beverages. 25 as will, become more readily apparent by reference to
During missions of extended duration, food often is the following description and claims in light of the ac-
provided in dehydrated condition and thereafter is re- companymg drawings. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
constituted, i.e., returned to a hydrated condition. This THE DRAWINGS
necessarily requires an addition of preselected quanti- „ FIG. l .is,a tof Plan view of a d-spenser embodying
ties of potable water. Such reconstitution requires that 3° the principles of the instant invention.
the water utilized be accurately measured and effi- ,. FIG' 2 ,ls a cross-sectional v,ew. taken generally along
ciently dispensed. In order to assure that an accurate J^, 2~2 °f FI° *' bUt O" ?omewhat of an enlar8ed

record be maintained for the water consumed by crew- ' , . . . ., , . . , . , .. FIG. 3 is a cross-section plan view, taken in a planemen throughout a mission, such measuring and dis- -tt .. .. , ' r , , , _._ _ r

c°. i j • • • c A extending generally along line 3— 3 of FIG. 2.pensing of the water employed in reconstituting food _._ . . - , . , . .. . . , .. . ... FIG. 4 is a fragmented, sectional view, taken gener-and beverages also must be easily and readily accom- Hne 4_4 Qf F,G ^
plished particularly where crewmen are functioning FI(J s js a f 'ented sectiona, view> taken .
under adverse conditions of the type encountered on a,. a] Hne g_s Qf FJG j
such missions. Hence, the dispenser employed must be 40 F,G 6 js a cross.sectional'view. taken generally along
highly reliable, simple to operate, and of a simple, light- Hne 6_6 of FIQ ^ but Qn somewhat of an eniarged

weight and rugged construction. scale
The pri9r art also includes dispensing devices having F,G 7 -s a cross.sectiona, elevational view, taken

spring-loaded mechanisms for dispensing selected generally along line 7-7 of FIG. 1, also on a somewhat
quantities of fluid maintained under pressure. Repre- 45 en]arged scaie

sentative of such prior art devices is the device dis-
closed in the U.S. Pat. to No. 1,979,428 to Wheeler. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
This patent discloses a spring-biased piston seated EMBODIMENT
within a cylinder and displaceable for delivering quan- Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference
tities of fluid. However, available devices simply do not 50 characters designate like or corresponding parts
fulfill existing needs, where such a device must be of a throughout the several views, there is shown in FIG. 1
simple, economic construction, readily operable in a a potable water dispenser 10 which embodies the prin-
weightless environment for accurately dispensing vari- ciples of the instant invention.
able quantities of water into reconstitution bags. While not shown, it is to be understood that the dis-

It is therefore the purpose of the instant invention to 55
 penser 10 is particularly suited for mounting in a work

provide a rugged, simple to operate, economic, and table of the type found within wardrooms of an opera-
highly reliable dispenser for use in accurately dispens- tive spacecraft and the like. The particular manner in
ing predetermined quantities of potable water to recon- which the dispenser 10 is supported in the table, or the
stitution bags aboard an operative spacecraft during arrangement thereof relative to the table, is a matter of
missions of extended duration. convenience. However, it is to be understood that the

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION disp.enser 10 PreffrablX *s °° arran8ed as to

ready access thereto in order to accommodate dispens-
It is therefore an object of the instant invention to ing of potable water for use in reconstituting dehy-

provide an improved dispenser for dispensing potable drated food and beverages.
water. . It also is to be understood that the dispenser 10 is em-

It is another object to provide a simplified, readily ployed in dispensing either hot or cold water, prefera-
operable dispenser for use in precisely measuring and bly in increments of a one-half ounce, within a range of
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1 ounce to 6 ounces with an accuracy of plus or minus The quantities of water forming the charges within
1 percent. Furthermore, and as a practical matter, the the chamber 28 are variable and are determined b'y the
dispenser 10 is fabricated from materials compatible magnitude of axial displacement imparted to the piston
with water having a temperature ranging between ap- head 24 as the water is introduced into the chamber
proximately 40° to 150° F., depending upon the tern- 5 through the port 42. Furthermore, axial displacement
perature of the particular source of water to which the of the piston head away from the end plate 22 is
dispenser is connected, as well as with biocides of a achieved in response to hydraulic pressures developed
type normally dissolved or suspended in the source of within the chamber 28 as a consequence of the applied
water. All internal seals, of course, also are of a mate- pressures of the source. Therefore, combined forces,
rial compatible with the purposes for which a dispenser I0 applied by the pair of springs 40, necessarily are less
is employed. than the forces applied .in opposition thereto as the

As shown, FIG. 1, the dispenser 10 includes a body water is introduced from the source through the intake
12, having a water dispensing jet 14 disposed at one . port 42. Consequently, as the water is introduced into
end thereof and a measuring stop 16 provided at its op- the chamber 28, the piston head 24 responsively is dis-
posite end. As a practical matter, the dispenser 10 is 15 placed as charging of the chamber occurs. Thus, the
supported by a base 18 through which mounting of the chamber is expanded, for accommodating its gradual
dispenser 10 within a table is accommodated. filling, to provide a charge of a precisely measured

As best illustrated in FIG. 2, the body 12 includes a quantity of water.
substantially cylindrical wall 20 closed at one end by a Displacement of the piston head 24 is arrested by the
transverse end plate 22 welded or otherwise suitably measuring stop 16. As best shown in FIG. 2, the piston
affixed to the cylindrical wall 20. Within the cylindrical shaft 25 is of a tubular configuration and telescopically
wall 20 there is seated a piston 23 having a head 24 and receives the adjacent end of a coaxially aligned stop
a shaft 25 axially extended therefrom. The head 24 in- shaft 46. The stop shaft 46, in turn, is supported by a
eludes a planar face 26 disposed in opposition to the suitable bracket 48 of a generally U-shaped configura-
end plate 22, in a manner such that the contiguous sur- tion projected through an opening 49 suitably formed
faces of the cylindrical wall 20, the end plate 22, and within a base plate 50. Preferably, the bracket 48 is
the face 26 define within the body 12 an expansible mounted on the retainer plate 38 while the base plate
chamber 28. 50 and the retainer plate 38 are provided with a plural-

Expansion of the chamber 28 occurs along the longi- 30 ity of suitably formed and axially aligned openings
tudinal axis of symmetry of the body 12 as the piston through which is extended a plurality of mounting
head 24 is displaced axially away from the end plate 22. screws 52.
Consequently, the instantaneous longitudinal dimen- In order to support the stop shaft 46, the bracket 48
sion of the chamber 28 is determined by the distance also is provided with an opening 54 coaxially aligned
through which the piston head 24 has been displaced 35 with the shaft 25. Into this there is inserted a base por-
in a direction extending away from the end plate 22. tion 56 of the stop shaft 46. The base portion 56 of the

For closing the end of the body 12, opposite the end stop shaft is provided with a circumscribing collar 58
plate 22, there is provided a closure plate 30. The clo- seated against the surface of the bracket and an exter-
sure plate 30 preferably includes ah annular lip 32 nally screw-threaded portion 60 which extends there-
which is received internally of the cylindrical wall 20 in 40 through and receives thereon a nut 62. Thus the stop
frictional engagement with the adjacent surfaces of the shaft 46 is supported to be received within the ex-
wall 20. The closure plate is coupled with wall 20 tended end portion of the piston shaft 25 so that as
through suitable screws, welds and the like, not shown. axial displacement is imparted to the piston head 24

The closure plate 30 also includes a concentric open- mutual telescoping displacement between the shafts 25
ing 34 within which there is seated a bushing 36. The 45 and 26 is achieved.
bushing 36 includes a concentric opening for receiving The magnitude of the mutual displacement between
therein the piston shaft 25 and is supported in place by the telescoping shafts 25 and 46 is determined through
a suitable retainer plate 38. As a practical matter, there a selective positioning of a block 64. This block is pro-
is provided between the closure plate 30 and the piston vided with a bore 66 extended therethrough for receiv-
head 24 a pair of concentrically related compression 50 ing therein the stop shaft 46. The adjacent surfaces of
springs 40 of a helical configuration circumscribing the the stop shaft 46 and the bore 66 serve as mated bear-
shaft 25. These springs act in compression and continu- ing surfaces for supporting the block 64 as displace-
ously urge the piston head 24 toward the end plate 22. ment of the block along the shaft 46 occurs in reposi-
Thus it can be appreciated that the piston head is sup- tioning the block.
ported against misalignment, as reciprocating axial dis- 55 In practice, the shaft 46 also includes an aligned mul-
placement is imparted thereto, by the shaft 25 and that tiplicity of pin-receiving openings 68 which serves to
a predetermined orientation for the shaft is maintained receive a locking pin 70 for affixing the block 64 to the
by the bushing 36 as the shaft is reciprocated there- stop shaft 46 in order to preclude relative motion there-
within. between. As a practical matter, the block 64 is pro-

The end plate 22 is provided with a chamber intake vided with an impact face 72 directed toward the body
port 42 and a chamber ejection port 44 through which 12, while the distal end of the shaft 25 is provided with
water is delivered to and ejected from the chamber 28. an impact face 74, arranged in an opposed relationship
The chamber intake port 42, of course, serves to de- to the impact face 72. Accordingly, it can be appreci-
liver a complete charge of potable water to the cham- ated that the maximum volume of the chamber 28 is es-
ber 28 while the chamber ejection port 44 serves as a tablished as the impact face 74 engages the impact face
conduit for ejecting the charge, for each cycle of the 72 of the block 64 for thus arresting the mutual dis-
dispenser's operation. placement of the shafts 25 and 46.
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,As..a practical matter, the spacing of pin-receiving is established between the terminal port 98 and the
openings 68 is such that the longitudinal dimension of chamber intake port 42, the chamber ejection port 44
the chamber 28 can be varied for selectively altering is closed by the adjacent surface of the shaft 100. Simi-
the axial dimension of the chamber 28 in increments, larly, when a path for the water is established through
with an attendant variation in one-half ounce incre- 5 the passageway 103, from the chamber ejection port
ments for the quantity of water received within the 44, the chamber intake port 42 is sealed by the adja-
chamber 28. Thus, through a selective positioning of cent surface of the shaft 100.
the block 64, a determinable variation in the quantity The shaft 100 is received and supported within a bore
of water required to fill the chamber 28, for thereby 106 having an inside diameter substantially equal to the
providing a precisely measured charge, is established. 10 outside diameter of the shaft 100, in order to accom-

In practice, the pin 70 is projected from a locking modate a fluid-tight seal therebetween. For reasons
shaft 76 seated for axial displacement within a suitable which are readily apparent, a fluid-tight seal between
formed housing 78. The shaft also is provided with a the adjacent surfaces of the bore 106 and the shaft 100
manually operable knob 80 affixed to the distal end js impractical. Therefore, suitable O-ring seals 108 are
thereof for accommodating an axial displacement 15 provided for precluding leakage therebetween. Fur-
thereof. In practice, a compression spring 82 is seated thermore, suitable bearing surfaces including lock-
about the shaft 76 and engages a retention collar 84 rings and the like are employed in supporting the shaft
fixed to the shaft 76 and a screw-threaded cap 86 em- • 100 at a desired disposition within the bore 106. Since
ployed in closing the housing 78. Thus, the spring 82 is the particuiar manner in which the shaft is supported
confined and serves to continuously urge the pin 70 20 can be varied, a detailed description thereof is omitted
toward its locking disposition relative to the pin- in the jnterest of brevity,
receiving opening 68. , It should be apparent that simply by rotating the shaft

Withdrawal of the pin 70 from the opening 68 is ,00 to a first appropriate disposition the chamber 28 is
achieved simply by manually lifting the knob 80 so that perrnitted to receive a charge while a subsequent rota-
the shaft 76 is axially displaced against the applied 25 tion to a second itio res the di ser to dis.
force of the compression spring 82. Withdrawal of the ch watef from {he chamber 28.
pin 70 thus releases the block 64 for repositioning rela- The instantaneous condition of the chamber 28 read-

the6 c h a b 28 V° "y * indicated throu8h the use of a simPle na«' 8ener-
f c , er , ' , . , . ,. , ,n ally designated 110, as the chamber is charged and dis-
In order to achieve control in the delivery of water to JU , , %., ,, , .„• , . . «• « » ^ r - j i.... , . . ,o . . -. . charged. The flag 110 includes a shaft 112 fixed to theand from the chamber 28 there is provided a rotary ,. . , , c .. , ,. ,_ .. , .... „ , . , -- . K ,. 3 distal end of the shaft 25 through suitable means m-valve, generally designated 90 and a cooperating linear ... .,. , , ... z.. ,., ii j • j ni eluding screws 114 and the like. The uppermost or dis-valve, generally designated 92. . , , , , ,. .,,. ... . T , ...
_, , nn • • j- • -.- -.1. tal end of the shaft 112 is provided with a color indica-The rotary valve 90 is supported in juxtaposition with , .** j • • , - „ , f t.

. , , , - „ , . • u ii r 35 tor * *« for ready recognition. It will therefore be ap-t h e chamber 2 8 a n d communicates with t h e aforemen- • " • _ , . . . . . . . * < , - , j... , . , . . . .u u predated that whether the chamber 28 is charged,tioned source of potable water, not shown, through a r_ . , . . . . . . • ,. . JL
delivery conduit 94 formed in any suitable manner. As bel"8 charged, discharged or being discharged can be
a practical matter, the conduit 94, FIG. 2, extends from readllv determined simply by observing the mstanta-
the internally threaded opening 96 to a terminal port ™ousjx?ltl°n °f the ™dicator *I6 relatwe l° the b'°ck

98, FIG. 4, which communicates with a cylindrical 40 64 and the base Plate 50'
shaft 100 of the rotary valve 90. As best shown ln F1G' 2- the shaft 10° also is Pro'

The port 96 is suitably configured to receive therein vided with an actuator segment 118 through which
a fitting for coupling the dispenser 10 with the source manually imposed, angular displacement is imparted to
of potable water, while the terminal port 98 is config- the shaft- As shown' the segment 118 includes a base
ured to communicate with a segmented, radially ex- 45 Portion 12° havin8 a shoulder defined by an annular
tended passageway 102 formed in the shaft 100. As a face 122-Thls face IS mated ln a substantially fluid-tight
practical matter, the passageway 102 includes a pair of engagement with an adjacent annular face, not desig-
angularly related segments, not designated, so arranged nated' circumscribing the bore 106. The base 120 fur-
within the shaft 100 that one end of a passageway 102 tner is provided with a concentric bore 124 coaxially
communicates with the chamber intake port 42, FIG. 50 related with the terminal segment of the passageway
3, while the opposite end of the passageway communi- 104- This bore terminates within a distal portion 126 of
cates with the terminal port 98 of the conduit 94. Ac- the shaft segment 118 to which is affixed a concentri-
cordingly, selected rotation of the shaft 100 causes the cally related hand-actuating knob 128. The knob 128
chamber 28 to communicate with the source of water preferably is affixed to the segment 118 through the use
via the intake port 42, the angularly related segments of suitable setscrews 130 and the like. Hence, any rota-
of the passageway 102, and the conduit 94. tion imparted to the knob 128, angular displacement

The shaft 100 further is provided with a segmented about its longitudinal axis of symmetry, is transmitted
passageway 103 having a radially extended segment to the shaft 100 for repositioning the passageways 102
104 and a base segment 105 axially extended along the 6Q and 103 relative to the chamber intake port 42 and the
longitudinal axis of the shaft 100. The radially extended chamber ejection port 44, respectively,
segment 104 is so oriented as to communicate with the The linear valve 92 is, in practice, coaxially related
chamber ejection port 44 whereby a path is provided, to the rotary valve 90, and is concentrically mated with
extending away from the chamber 28 toward the distal the segment 118 of the shaft 110. These valves are in
end of the shaft 100. 65 direct communication so that the linear valve 92, in ef-

In practice, the radial segments of the passageways feet, serves to impose flow control on the water being
102 and 103 are angularly related, with respect to each discharged from the chamber -28, via the passageway
other, in a mariner such that when a path for the water 103 of the rotary valve 90.
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In order to accomplish this result, the linear valve 92 OPFR ATION
is provided with an elongated body 132 having a con- UPbKAl U __ t

centric bore 134. At the distal end of the body 132, in It is believed that in view of the foregoing descrip-
direct communication with the bore 134, there is pro- tion, the operation of the device will be readily under-
vided a plurality of radially directed ports 136 through 5 stood and it will be briefly reviewed at this point,
which water selectively is ejected from the bore 134. With the dispenser 10 assembled in the manner here-
While a single port 136, as shown in FIG. 2, can be em- inbefore described, it is mounted along the upper sur-
ployed quite successfully, it is to be understood that as face of a table, not shown, but of a type normally found
many ports 136 are provided as is desired. in a wardroom of a spacecraft.

It is important, however, to understand that the bore 10 As a practical matter, the dispenser 10 can be em-
134 is blind at its distal end so that the flow of fluid ployed as one of a bank of similar dispensers, each
through the bore 134 is accommodated only through being coupled with a suitable source of potable water.
the radially extended ports 136, rather than in an axial '" practice, the dispenser 10 normally is employed as
direction. This arrangement, of course, facilitates a one of a Pair wherein one is coupled with a source of
rapid and a practical closing thereof by the distal end l5

 i'i'
co1?," while the oth?r is couPled with a source of

portion 137 of a concentrically related closure sleeve "hot" water.
138, When so mounted, a reconstitution bag, not shown,

The sleeve 138 is concentrically related to the body including therein the food or the beverage to be recon-
132 and is supported for axial reciprocation between a stituted is received about the distal end of the sleeve
first and a second position. When in its first position, 20 138, the knob 128 rotated a distance sufficient to cause
the distal end portion 137 of the sleeve 138 circum- the segments of the passageway 102 to concurrently
scribes the distal end of the body 132 so that the por- communicate with the chamber intake port 42 and the
tion 137 establishes a fluid-tight seal for the ports 136. ternlinal P°" 98 °fthe c°nduit 94'At tnis ^stance, PO-
However, when the sleeve is displaced to its second po- os

 table water » de'i^ed from the source and received
sition the distal end portion 137 of the sleeve is re- 2S wl£ln the chamber 28. The pressure of the source ,s
traded from circumscribing and sealing relationship sufficient to cause the piston head 24 to retract against
with the ports 136. Thus, it is possible to control the aPPlied forces °f th* Pa'r of concentrically related
n en -j c i. »•»* • i u ... compression springs 40. The piston head 24 now is af-flow of fluid from the ports 136 simply by repositioning ,. .v. - , .. , , . .. . .... no l »• .u u j 111 forded axial displacement through a distance such thatthe sleeve 138 relative to the body 132. 10 , . , .„ , . 6 , , ,

, . i i- r j i Jo the chamber 28 receives therein a charge of water, theIn practice, a plurality of opposed, annular stop ... ,. , . , , . , . , .. ,' , ,, ,j . . . « • . . i . . . quantity of which having been established by a posi-
snoulders 140 is provided at appropriate locations on • • r.t. ui i *•.« r u I^A u. . . . / , . , j . j ,„ j tionmg of the block 64 of the stop 16. A crewman ob-the adjacent surfaces of the elongated body 132 and ... ... ,. . . ,. , ,*• .• ,, , J ,,„ _. , 6, ... . serving the position of the indicator 116 adjacent to the
the sleeve 138 These should serve for controlling the measuri st 16 is ised of the ch d condition

extent to which the sleeve 138 is retracted relative to 35 of the chamber 28. Thereupon, the crewman rotates
the distal end of the body 132. Further, the base of the {he knob 128 jn & direction such that the segments of

body 132 ,s provided with a segment 142 received thfi passageway 103 are caused to communicate with

within the aforementioned bore 124. The segment 142 the chamber ejection t 44) preparatory to discharg-
also includes a collar, designated 144, for precluding • the Camber 28
displacement of the body 132 into the bore 124. In 40 with the reconstitution bag seated over the distal end
practice, a fluid-tight friction fit is established between of the ,inear valve the Hnear valve 92 is actuated sim.
the adjacent surfaces of the base segment 142 of the ply by appiying an axially directed force to the sleeve
body 132 and the adjacent surfaces of the bore 124. If 138 sufficient to cause the spring 146 to collapse and
desired, the base segment 142 can be welded in place. the distal end of the s)eeve to advance axiatly away

Also seated on the collar 144 is a helical spring 146 45 ffom the ports 136 whereupon the po-rts are opened
circumscribing the body 132 and abutting an annular for discharge of the water from the chamber 28 via the
shoulder 148 formed internally of the sleeve 138. The passageway 103 and the bore 134.
spring 146 continuously urges the sleeve 138 toward Of course, with the rotary valve 90 rotated to a posi-
the distal end of the body 132 for thus biasing the linear tjon wherein the linear valve is caused to communicate
valve 92 to its closed condition. Of course, if so desired, 50 wjth (he chamber 28, the chamber intake port 42 is
a plurality of suitable O-ring seals ISO is provided sealed from the pressure of the source of potable water,
within the sleeve 138 for inhibiting leakage between Consequently, once the ports 136 are uncovered, the
the adjacent surfaces of the sleeve 138 in the body 132. pajr of springs 40 serves to axially displace the piston

It is also to be understood that about a distal end of head 24 toward the end plate 22 with a force sufficient
the sleeve 138 there is provided a distal portion 150 5 to eject the water from the chamber ejection port. As
configured to be received within the neck of a reconsti- the piston head 24 is advanced toward the end plate 22,
tution bag. Thus, the reconstitution bag can readily be the indicator 116 is advanced away from the measuring
coupled with the jet 14 and the linear valve 92 actuated stop 16. At the instant the indicator 116 comes to rest
in a one-hand operation, by manually advancing the against the base plate SO, the crewman is apprised of a
sleeve 138 against the applied forces of the spring 146. complete discharge of the charge from the chamber 28,

In view of the foregoing, it is believed readily appar- whereupon the crewman merely extracts the neck of
ent that the rotary valve 90 serves to control the charg- the bag from about the distal end of the sleeve 138.
ing of the chamber 28 while the linear valve 92 cooper- This releases the sleeve from the manually applied
ates with the rotary valve 90 in controlling the dis- force and permits the spring 146 to again close the port
charge of the chamber so that in order to discharge the 136 by advancing the sleeve into its initial position
chamber, both the rotary valve and the linear valve wherein the distal end portion 137 of the sleeve 138
must be actuated in a prescribed sequence. circumscribes and closes the ports 136.
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Of course, should it be desired to vary the charge of
• vteter to be dispensed during a subsequent cycle of
operation, the knob 80 is lifted for elevating the shaft
76 and thereby extracting the pin 70 from the pin-
receiving opening 68 within which it is seated. Upon 5
being lifted against the force of the spring 82, the block
64 is freed for axial displacement relative to the stop
shaft 46. The volume of the chamber 28 thus can be
varied, and the extent to which the volume is varied is
dictated by the number of openings traversed by the 10
block 64, prior to being coupled again with the shaft 46
as the.locking pin 70 is reseated.

In view of the foregoing, it should readily be apparent
that the dispenser of the instant invention provides a
practical solution to the perplexing problem of accu- 15
rately measuring, and effeciently dispensing water into
reconstitution bags in a weightless environment.

.Although the invention has been herein shown and
described in what is conceived to be the most practical
and preferred embodiment, it is recognized that depar- 20
tures may be made therefrom within the scope of the
invention, which is not to be limited to the illustrated
details disclosed.

What is claimed is:
1. A potable water dispenser comprising: 25
a cylindrical measuring chamber for precisely mea-

suring quantities of water to be dispensed;
a.rotary valve having a cylindrical valve body dis-

posed in justaposition with said chamber and com-
municating with a source of water maintained 30
under pressure for selectively charging said cham-
ber;

means interposed between said valve body and said
chamber for separating said body and said cham-
ber; 35

a chamber intake port and a chamber ejection port
extending between said chamber and said rotary
valve body for affording mutual communication
therebetween;

said valve body having a first passageway therein 40
comprising a first radially extended passageway
segment and a delivery passageway segment ex-
tended in an axial direction from said first radially
extended segement;

said valve body having a second passageway therein 45
comprising a second radially extended passageway
segment angularly related to said first radially ex-
tended segment and communicating with said
source of water under pressure;

means including a spring-loaded piston head sup- 50
ported in said measuring chamber for axial dis-
placement in response to introduction of water
through said chamber intake port for varying the
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longitudinal dimension of said chamber;
means including a delivery jet for dispensing mea-

sured charges of water;
means including a linear valve for selectively deliver-

ing measured charges of water from said chamber
to said jet.

2. The invention as defined in claim 1 further com-
prising selectively operable stop means for limiting dis-
placement of said piston for determining the longitudi-
nal dimension of said chamber, said stop means includ-
ing:

a tubular piston shaft axially extended from said pis-
ton head;

a rigidly supported stop shaft telescopically received
within said piston shaft, whereby displacement of
said piston head imparts displacement to said pis-
ton shaft relative to said stop shaft;

means defining within said stop shaft a plurality of
juxtaposed pin-receiving openings;

a slidable block concentrically supported by said stop
shaft and axially displaceable therealong;

manually operable, spring-biased means including an
axially reciprocable pin continuously urged toward
said openings to be received therein for releasably
coupling said block with said stop shaft.

3. The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said
first radially extended passageway segment is disposed
to communicate with said chamber ejection port and
said second radially extended passageway segment is
disposed to communicate with said chamber intake
port in response to an angular indexing displacement
sequentially imparted to said rotary valve.

4. The dispenser of claim 1 wherein said linear valve
includes:

A. a tubular body communicating with said delivery
passageway having a base coaxially related there-
with;

B. means defining within the distal end of said tubular
body a plurality of radially extended water ejection
ports; and

C. a closure sleeve concentrically related to said tu-
bular body supported for axial displacement be-
tween a first position wherein the closure sleeve is
concentrically related to said ports for closing the
ports, and a second position wherein said closure
sleeve is axially displaced from said first position
whereby said ejection ports are open.

5. The dispenser of claim 4 wherein said linear valve
further includes spring means coupled with said sleeve
for continuously urging the sleeve toward said first po-
sition.
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